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Overthe past few years anew term has been added
to thejargon of system development ♥ ☁CASE☂ ♥ an
abbreviation for computer-aided software engineer-
ing.It is used to describe a certain kindof software
developmentaid, analogousto the computer-aided
design and engineeringaids used in other branches
of technology. CASE originated from theinitiative
of the US Department of Defense to support the
writing of software for complex real-time systems,
using the ADA language.
Morerecently, however, suppliers of proprietary
CASEproducts have started to promote their wares
to those responsible for conventional data process-
ing applications development. A numberof users
havestarted to make use of such products. At the
sametime,there is an ever increasing rangeofother
proprietary system development aids (methods,
tools, workbenches,...) appearing in the market-
place. Each supplier claims their ownproductis the
answerto the system builders☂ problems. Thereis
some confusion amongst both potential users and
the suppliers of the respective roles and virtues of
these products.It is not obvious how CASErelates
to them.Is it really something differentoris it just
another namefor a workbenchor advanced system
building tool?
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Chapter 1
The purpose of this paper

Becauseofits origins, CASE may appearto beless
relevant in the normal commercial systems environ-
mentthanthe otherproducts developedto suit that
environment. But our view is that CASE does
warrant serious consideration and is likely to
become a valuable aid in the future.

Thepurposeofthis report is to present a snapshotof
the state-of-the-art in the use of CASE and to
attempt to answer such questionsas:

1. What is CASE? How doesitdiffer from the other
system development aids currently being used?

2. Whatare the benefits from using CASE?

3. Whois likely to find CASE most useful and how
should they choose which CASE productto use?

4. How is CASElikely to develop in future?

The paper drawson the author☂s research and per-
sonal experience in software development and
management.



Chapter 2
What is CASE?

Thefirst question we attempt to answerinthis paper
is, ☁What is CASE?☝ It is the application of a par-
ticular kind of computer-based tool to the system
developmentprocess.It is normally implemented by
buying a proprietary system consisting of a set of
software tools and, sometimes, the hardware on
which to run them.

CASEsystemsare not the only such aids thatmaybe
applied by the system builder. Below, webriefly
review their origin and particular nature which
distinguishes them from othertools. Weillustrate
their variousfacilities by reference to four typical
CASEproducts. Finally, we give estimates of the
costs that maybe incurred by using CASE.

THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF
CASE SYSTEMS
Since the 1970s there have been many attemptsto make software development more consistent,reliable, and manageable. Various system develop-ment methods based on the concept of the systemlife cycle have appeared. They consist of standardproceduresto be followed, techniques to be used,and standard documentation. The methods definewhat has to be doneandthetools generally definehow todoit. They primarily help in improving thequality of the resulting software and makethe plan-ning and control of the development process moremanageable and less dependent on the personalskills of the staff.
Various developmenttools have also been inventedto support the methods. Theyhelpthe analysts andprogrammers execute the various activities and usethe techniques forming the method. Theyare essen-tial to the successfuluse ofthe methods andare theprimary sourceof productivitygains. Unsupportedmethodscan fail because of theclerical drudgerythey can imposeif the routine administrative pro-cedures(such as documentation) are not automated.
CASEsystems originatedas a collection of tools usedto support one kindofsystem development ♥ real-time systemsin the defence environment. Besidessupporting the developmentprocess tasks directly,

they also embody the concept of assembling soft-ware from commonbuildingblocksin

a

similarwayto that used for constructing different electronicassemblies from a range of standard components.Their purposeis to make the software developmentprocess morereliable and repeatable.
CASEsystems have developed over time typicallyby bundling together tools that were originallydesignedto be used individually and to support onlyone phase of the system building process. Morerecently, integrated toolkits have emergedin whichthe interfaces between the separate elements arefully automated.
CASE SYSTEMS HAVE WIDENEDIN SCOPE
The scope of CASE tools has widened andis stillcontinuingto do so. They are no longer confined torealtime or embedded-system development. Theycan now be used for large-scale administrativeapplications development.
Their scopeis extending in the following ways:
♥ From beingused for realtime, dedicated micro-processor systems running under monitors orspecialised operating systems to being used forcommercial data processing applications usingCobol.
♥ From offering support to only the programmingphase,to supporting requirements☂ analysis, sys-tem specification and design, and maintenance.
♥ From treating data as a subsidiary concern totreating data and databases as the primaryconcern.

WHATDIFFERENTIATES CASE FROM OTHERSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AIDS?
The two key characteristics that differentiate CASE
from other previous assortments of development
tools are:

♥ Theintegration of the tools to serve the whole
developmentlife cycle in a consistent and homo-

BUTLERCOX
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genous way. A commonuserinterfaceis provided
for the developer.

♥ The decoupling of the analysis and design of the
system from theuse of a specific target program-
ming language.

The main factors that CASE systems incorporate to
achieve these characteristics are:
♥ Integration of the various developmentphases so

that handoverof information from one to the
next is performed automatically, without re-
entry of data, or any human intervention to set
up interfaces or translate formats. All the tools
should be completely compatible.

♥ Use of a central database (or ☁encyclopaedia☂) of
all the design specifications to unite the tools and
phases(see Figure 2.1). This central database may
house its own data dictionary as well as the design

   
 

Figure 2.1 CASE systemsusea central databaseto unite
the varioustools
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Figure 2.2 The dictionary or encyclopaedia of system
structure and specifications is the hub of
CASE systems

 

specifications and program descriptions (see
Figure 2.2). It is used to validate and check
throughout development, acting at each phase as.
arepository for the design advancesandforvalid-
ation. Program tests may be generated fromit.

♥ Reliance on graphics to produce a consistent user
interface for all tools right through thelife cycle.

♥ Support for database access. This varies consi-
derably by product but the trend is to provide
data-structure and access support for several
types of database.

♥ Decomposition of complex system structures
using object-orientated analyses ♥ entities, rela-
tions, objects are the buildingblocks atall levels
of the creative process.

♥ Use of intermediate levels of abstraction to
describe the system. This can be at:
@ The design specification stage, at an abstract

conceptual level, close to the definition of
business requirements.

@ The program-design stage, using apseudo-code
above the normal high-level programming
language. This allows freedom to generate
code in any target language or environment.
These tools for formalising design in a pro-
edural way,like a high-level program, can be
usedfor ☁reverse engineering☂ ♥ theability to
generate specifications from code. This is
valuable in maintenance, for understanding
and documenting changes. Existing code, not
created on the CASE system may even be
☁reverse engineered☂ in somesystems.

The evolution from the earliest programming aids to
the facilities offered by CASE systems today is
shown in Figure 2.3 (overleaf). But CASE products
are still evolving. Figure 2.4 (overleaf) shows how
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Figure 2.3. The evolution of CASEby the integration of
tools via a design database and a common
graphics interface
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their current state of development compares with
discrete development tools and programmers☂
workbenches.

DESCRIPTIONS OF FOUR TYPICAL
CASE PRODUCTS
CASEproducts vary enormouslyin scope,price, andapplication area. We concentrate onthose intended
for the information systems departmentof a large
corporation.
CASE SYSTEMS CAN BE BASED ON WORKSTATIONS
ALONE OR ONA DEVELOPMENTMACHINE
The CASE system is made up of a numberofsoft-
ware modulesresidingina workstation, a develop-ment machine, or both. They provide the presen-
tation display in the workstation, with a windows
manager, and modules for eachphase based around
the design encyclopaedia. Figure 2.5 (opposite)
showsan ideal configuration for a CASE system.
Physical implementation may be as a network of
high-power workstations, with their owndiscs and
servers for commonfiles andprinting. Apollo Com-
putersells over20 percentofits workstations to the
CASE market, but the dominant workstationis the
PC-AT, usually with colour screen, CGA board,
additionalmemory, and a harddisc. Alternatives are
a dedicated development machine, or to use the
target machine itself, with development work-
stations attached(see Figure 2.6).

Four major products are described below andtheir
main features and approximatecosts are listed on
page 6 (in Figure 2.7). Readers should note that as
these products arestill evolving, the features shown

 

Figure 2.4 The relative maturity of system developmenttools
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Figure 2.5 The ideal software configuration for a CASE system
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Figure 2.6 Possible physical configurations for CASE systems
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Figure 2.7 Four typical CASE products that coverall or a significant part of the life cycle
 

ALCIDE
(METSI + DELTA)

PHASE OF THE
LIFE CYCLE PACBASE MULTIPRO V3

Detailed design (Beta-test)Data
Processing
DBMSaccess

ee
Logical description or Conceptual Specificationspseudo-code models base only

Method-oriented MERISE, Yourdon MERISE, SDMS,MERISE, MERISE, SADT,others IEM, AXIAL, others EXPERT, others

Approximate cost of
typical configuration Small $150kLarge $450k Large (26 workstations)

$400k, entry-level $200k |Central facilitity $100k Workstation $12k $40k plus
$15k per workstation

 

 

Key: ~ =phase the product supports orattribute it has.
 

applying to eachofthe products arelikely to change.The table is not meant to be a guide as to whichproduct to buy but rather to indicate the kinds offeatures that are typical of CASE products at thetime this paper was written. All ofthem use graphicsand workstations (usually atop-end IBM PC-AT withhard disc and colour graphics) either standalone orwith a development machine.
PACBASE ~-
PAC,aset of developmenttools from CGI, has alonghistory, going back to 1972. The latest version,PACBASEwas launchedin 1983 and addressesallphasesof the software developmentlife cycle, butnot the overall project management.It is alreadywell-established, at least in the French market.
ALCIDE
METSI(France) and DELTA (Switzerland) have puttogether a system, ALCIDE,coveringall aspects-oflife-cycle and project management using IDA (adevelopmentaid) and Delta (a code generator).Itis

complex andrich in features, beingsupported by thelatest university research in Europe.It is closely
linked to the US company, META Systems, anditsISDOSproducts.It is one of the few CASE systemsto be complete andintegrated.It fully exploits theintermediate level of abstraction of a pseudo-code,
with the possibility of ☁reverse engineering☂ of code.
Productivity gains of around 50 per cent over the
total life cycle are claimed.
IEW (INFORMATION ENGINEERING WORKBENCH)
The Information Engineering Workbench product
from James Martin uses an expert system to form
models and check coherence.It is most impressive
intermsofits utilisation of graphics but currentlyit
covers only the analysis and conceptual design
phases. Code generators and detailed design tools
are in beta-test, for release in October 1987. The
project management tool, PMW (Project Manager
Workbench),is not integrated with the PC-AT work-
station. Design encyclopaedias canbe consolidated
ona mainframe-basedfacility. Prototypingand end-
user interfacing are well supported.
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MULTIPRO V3
A set of distributed PC-ATs provide MULTIPRO☂s
developmentenvironmentof a workbench and a set
of tools covering analysis, design, and project
management. Design tools are based on the US
product Excelerator from Index Technology. The
supplier claims a 20 to 30 per cent gain in produc-
tivity is possible in these phases with 8 to 10 per cent
over the life cycle. The product is well accepted,
being used in 50 sites with 1,500 workstations,
worldwide.
Apart from its current lack of code generation and
support for the later phases of development, the
product appears well integrated, with comprehen-
sive tools and a consistent user interface. A code
generatoris expected later in 1987.

WHO SUPPLIES CASE?
CASE products have evolvedlargely in the United
States and spread to Europe via local software
houses that may enhanceorresell a US product.
IDA, part of ALCIDEis entirely re-engineered by
developments in European universities, so that its
USorigins are to be foundin its principles rather
than in its implementation.

The market is currently made up of several small
companies that specialise in CASE, with a few larger
software service companies that have developed a
set of ☁traditional☂ products, created in the early
seventies, into an integrated environment.

HOW MUCHDOES CASE COST?
An important point to remember in evaluating
whether to use CASEornotis that the cost of the
proprietary product forms only a fraction of the total
costs that will be incurred. It may also lead to the
needto increase the computing poweravailable on
the system development machine.

PURCHASEPRICE OF CASE SYSTEMS
The costs given in Figure 2.7 are approximate. Prices
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vary due to differencesin configuration:

♥ The type of development machine or target
machine.

♥ The numberof workstations connected; thereis
often a price per workstation.

♥ Thesizeofinstallation; most CASE environments
are modular so options can be addedat will.

For example, a small installation on a supermini-
computer with under 10 workstations could be
bought for $150,000. A large installation on a
mainframe development machine with more work-
stations could cost $500,000.

CASE COSTS MUCH MORE THAN THE PURCHASEPRICE
The CASE system may representonly 50 percentof
the total capital cost and only 30 per cent of the
recurring costs. A more realistic estimate of the total
cost might include the following approximaterela-
tive costs.
Non-recurring items:
♥ Feasibility study to evaluate and

choose CASEtools 10 per cent
♥ Installationoftools, including
manpower 20 per cent

♥ Training 20 per cent
♥ Purchase of CASE tools 50 per cent

Recurring items, per annum:
♥ Overhead on machine capacity 70 per cent
♥ Maintenance contract 30 per cent

The overheaditem inthe recurringcosts is due to the
fact that CASE tools can be expensive in their
demand for more machine power. Certain code
generators require the development machine to be
expanded bybetween 150 percent and 250 per cent
in powerto sustain fast response times and maintain
the development pace.



Chapter 3
Whatare the benefits from CASE?

As we have shownin Chapter2,the costs of imple-
menting CASEare substantial. It is therefore now
appropriate to try and evaluatethe benefits. We also
need to consider the limitations of current CASE
productsin achieving these benefits.

HOW DOESCASE PERFORMIN PRACTICE?
We have already outlined in general terms the
benefits that CASE (and other developmentaids) are
intended to achieve. Apart from improved pro-
ductivity, measured in lines of code (or function
points) per man-day, these other benefits are
difficult to quantify, particularly in financial terms.
Wethereforefeel it helpful tofirst refer to the actual
experienceof four user organisations to describe the
impact of CASE. Below,we outline the recent ex-
perience of four different Europeanorganisations,
each using a different CASE system. Theyare:
♥ A transport authority that has decidedto integ-

rate IDA, a development tool, with DELTA, a
code generator, as the programmingaid in the
form of the product ALCIDEreferred to above.

♥ Apharmaceutical and chemical companythat has
implementedvarious generations of PAC overthe
last 15 years.

♥ A manufacturer of electronic equipment that
uses the Information Engineering Workbench
(IEW).

♥ A major bank that uses MULTIPRO.
EXPERIENCE WITHALCIDE INA TRANSPORT AUTHORITY
A major transport authority with several different
computing environmentsdecided to integrate IDA,covering the developmentphase,plus a code gen-erator, DELTA,as the programming aid. From these,the integrated product, ALCIDE,referred to in the
previous chapter, has been produced.
Major problems promoting investment in CASEwere:
♥ Aheavy maintenance load which new program-

mers haddifficulty in serving.

♥ Theneedto change computers every threetofive
years, with software 15 yearsold.

♥ Thefact that users were demanding more appli-cation power.
♥ Further new system demands as more powerbecameavailable.
To solve these problems tools were sought whichwould:
♥ Allow design bytheusers.
♥ Allow implementation by programmers.
♥ Provide documentation aids.
♥ Support maintenanceofexistingsoftware as well

as new developments.
No fourth-generation languageis yet used, thoughaquery language for the specifications databaseisused. The Cobol code generator was chosen asvarious target machines, from DEC MicroVAXtoIBM,and Bull DPS7/8, HP, Philips, and Olivetti, canall be served from the same pseudo-codesource. IDAwas chosenbecauseits specification language offers
high-level design. The benefitsare:
♥ It can be decentralised.
♥ It provides standardised documents.
♥ It offers experimental validation.
The database design workbench can be used for
several database types ♥ Codasyl, sequentialindexed,and relational. ALCIDE☂s CASE environ-ment follows MCP for project management andMERISEfor the development method. Formal speci-fications, with object-relation structuresare used to
provide models for simulation and prototyping.
Graphics output, now via DEC MicroVAX,is to beported to a PC-based workstation, under MS-Windows.Experiencesofaris limited but the major
costs of assembling and implementinga newproductare considered worthwhilein view ofthe reduction
in maintenanceanticipated:
♥ Reversion from application to pseudo-code for
new and existing programmes.

BTDULLIN
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♥ Complete documentation.
♥ Generation of standard documentation for

existing applications by reversion to pseudo-code.
♥ Threelevels of cross-reference to validate from

maintained code upto specifications.

Training courses of two weeks each on IDA and
DELTAare neededforstaff.
Theproject is only in the pilot phase now, with major
effort having gone into formation ofthe CASEplat-
form on a BULL DPS8/70 with terminals, and on
standalone MicroVAX workstations.
ALCIDE will be usedfor:
♥ Developmentof large projects involving Codasyl

databases and Cobol for commercial data pro-
cessing.

♥ Design ofother large systems and microcomputer
projects.

♥ Applications that require automatic code genera-
tion, without a design study.

ALCIDEhas broughtrigour in design and architec-
ture of systems plus automation of documentation.
Productivity gains, especially in the maintenance
phase,are yet to be measured; maintenanceis the
area in which spectacular economiesare hopedfor.

The main difficulties have been with the program-
merinterface on the terminals.(The graphics work-
stations are better.) Moreover, the environmentis
incomplete. Tools to design screen forms and other
implementation tools arestill to be added.

Future development will be based on small test
projects. In 1988 they expect to reformulate the
development and maintenance strategy following
the outcomeof thepilot studies.

Technical developments will include:
♥ Re-engineering the graphics interfaces on the

workstations.
♥ Providing interfaces to fourth-generation lan-

guages,andrelational DBMS.
♥ Providing models and simulated animations.

EXPERIENCE WITH PACBASEIN APHARMACEUTICAL
COMPANY
A major pharmaceutical and chemical company has
been using various generations of PAC products
since 1972. Operations are based on IBM 3081s and
IBM 3083satfour sites with 420 terminals, 250 video
terminals, and 70 PCs, in various European coun-
tries. A dictionary with 18,000 references has been
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built up, and there are 3,500 files and 5,500 pro-
grams of 1.4 million PAClines.Astudy in 1983 of the
computing departmentefficiency concluded that
the predicted increase from 2 million to 6.2 million
lines of Cobol code would require an increase from
30 up to 78 programmingstaff in development and
maintenance. Installation of PACBASEin 1983 has
allowed the department to increase productivity
three-fold to 163 lines per manday. The program-
ming team has decreased to 28 people but has main-
tained the existing code and developed 4.2 million
lines of Cobol.
Although tools are only used in programming,prin-
cipally in rapid code generation,actualpaybacktime
of the PACBASEtools was 16 months. The company
was in a strong position to exploit newtools as its
basic programs were already in PAC form andadata
dictionary existed. PAC-TP and PAC-Batch had
beenin use since 1980.

The major advantagesare seenas easeoftraining,
documentation aids, standardisation of procedures,
and ease of use, as well as improved productivity.
The toolset has some problems however.It is not
designed for end users, only professionals. The
performance andease ofuse of PAC-codeare notat
the level of fourth-generation languages such as
Focus, now being tried. Moreover, the data dict-
ionary structure that comes with the kit does not
havethe rigour of a modern DBMS.This makes the
task of purging and update of the data dictionary
even harder. This is seen as a significant problem.

Easeoftraining is also seen as a particular advantage
♥aprogrammercan betrained onthetoolset in 25
days. A programmerfor the PAC environment who
has a good secondary education and two yearsof
higher education canbecomeproficientwithinafew
monthsof leaving college.
Costs of installation arein the orderof:

Capital:
Feasibility study $6,000
Purchase PACBASEsoftware $150,000
Installation $90,000

Total capital cost $246,000

Recurring costs:
Overhead on machinetime,
and backups $50,000 pa

Maintenance $23,000 pa
Total recurring cost $73,000 pa

The above example covers program generation. The
next step is to attack analysis and design and the
company hopesinstallation of PAC-Design will re-
place the paper-and-pencil approachstill used. This
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will lead to tools that designers and users can use
together.
EXPERIENCE WITH IEW IN AN ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURER
A manufacturer of electronic controls and equip-
ment with over$1 billion turnover and 14,000 staff,
has computing centred on IBM 3083, 3380, and 4381
machines, plus decentralised DEC VAXs and IBM
4341s, with 900 screens and 200 PCsin 65 sites in
Europe. The information systems department has
decided to use James Martin☂s Information Engin-
eering Workbench.Thetools are in initial testing
phase now and are incomplete; only analysis and
design are covered. IEM ♥ a project management
tool ♥ and a code generatorare nowinbeta-test, and
is due forrelease later in the year. The tools support
IEW methods. AXIAL (from IBM)had previously
been tried and abandoned.

Tools are currently used at the interface with end
users. The methodology used calls for heavy
involvement from the system users. This is con-
sidered well worthwhile: if a user is not prepared
to devote resources, the project is abandoned.
The approach imposes structure and discipline
on design and analysis, forcing end-user validation.
Sub-groupsof five to ten people are formed under
two effective project leaders, one from the com-
puting department, one from theuserarea. Tensionswithin this structure are inevitable but lines ofresponsibility into both departments have beenfound necessary. Up to ten sessions each of twoto three days are necessary. Data structures aredesigned and added to a master encyclopaedia.Definitions of internal and external data flows,processing, and entity decomposition are carried outin these sessions. Heavy relianceis placed on thecolour graphics PC-workstations. With these, a usercan easily formulate and change proposedstructuresduring the definition dialogue.Users find it easier toarticulate needs and change prototype schematics.In this situation, the analyst becomes

a

consultant.Insistence on fixed-length meetings is aimed atachieving consensus between user and develop-ment-consultant.
The problems encountered include:
♥ Getting users to accept the needto structure datafirst.
♥ Tools are available for only the analysis anddesign phases.
♥ Events are not yettreated as objects.
♥ Output documents take a longtime to formulateandprint on the configuration used.
So far, four encyclopaedias have beenbuilt up for

10

major projects involving 860 data flows, and 270
entities with 1,190 attributes.

The next step is to add a code generator.
EXPERIENCE WITH MULTIPROINA LARGE BANK
A major European bank, created from the fusionoftwo separate banks, founditself with many typesof equipment, and a wealth ofmethods. Over 1,000terminal users supported on IBM 3081, Unix, andother computers were demanding new applications.A large legacyof old programs had beenbequeathedfrom the two previous banks. These systems neededintegration or replacement; there was no documen-tation, nor dependable staff support as body-shop
programmers werethe norm.
Thefirst step was to install a development methodand to provide support for it. Two products, MERISEand EXPERTwere chosen. A CASE system tofor-malise design, and that would support the method,force consistency and standardisation, and providedocumentation aids, was soughtvia a series of dis-cussions with suppliers. MULTIPROwas chosen asitwas new,but not too complex.It could easily beassimilated by a development team which wasalready overloaded.
MULTIPROis now usedto support a rangeoftools.Its WIMPS(☁windows,icons, mouse and menupull-down system☂) interfaceis proving to be an excellentproductivity aid. The tools are usedin analysis andhigh-level design. Physical design aids and code-
generatorsarestill to be added.
A formal approachtoinstallation was adopted:
♥ Awarenesswas created in top management.
♥ Ateam offourprogrammer/analysts was formedto undertakepilot trials on a standalone work-station for several products and configurations.
♥ Results were evaluated and a final choice made.
♥ An investmentplan was presented.This consis-ted ofa three-yearbudget ofover $1 million to be

spent on:
© Workstation software and a network.
@ A workbench machine for MULTIPRO.
® MULTIPROsoftware for the workbench.
®@ A data dictionary.
@ PC-AThardwarefor 100 developers.
© Support for the MERISE method.

Additional installation costs include staff time,esti-mated at $400,000 a year overthree years.It is toosoon to evaluate the return on this investment.

BUTLERCOX
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THE BENEFITS FROM CASE ARE MAINLYIN
HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY AND IMPROVED
USER SATISFACTION
While the above case histories throw somelight on
the benefits to be expected from CASE,hard prac-
tical experience is limited by the novelty of using
such products in a commercial environment. We
therefore now draw someconclusionsonthe bene-
fits that CASE should deliver, at least in theory.
Productivity and user satisfaction are the two im-
portant parameters in measuring the information
system departments performance. CASE can im-
prove both these parameters.
PRODUCTIVITY IS INCREASEDIN A VARIETY OF WAYS
Higher productivity may be assessed as direct
savings in analyst, programmer, and end-usertime.
Howeverthere are a large numberofless tangible
benefits that contribute to, or are additional to,
better productivity.
Total savings
Suppliers☂ claimsfor total savings vary enormously.
All suppliers say each installation is unique and
generalisations cannot be made,as products have to
be adapted to the user companyandits methods.
However,general claimsof 10 per cent to 50 per cent
direct savings over the whole developmentlife cycle
are common.Oneofour case-history users notes an
impressive 60 per cent saving butthis is in a carefully
controlled, centralised environment with a long
history of consistently using the predecessors of the
CASEsystem.

Direct savings
Thetotal savings quoted above come from a number
of contributions that speed up development:

♥ In requirements analysis, the interaction with
users can be accelerated by graphicalaids.

♥ Insystem specification,a library of design speci-
fications can validate later phases and be used for
maintenance to understandthe functionalflow.
Notions ofentities, relations, and objects are used
to build up a functionaldefinition, and are well
understood by end users.

♥In system design, CASE graphically supports
rapid generation of high-level structures from
specificationsfor the data design and processing
design, with clear indications of database require-
ments and validation checks.

♥ Inprototyping, examples for end-uservalidation
can be introduced at several phases to demon-
strate the programmer☂sor analyst☂s understand-
ing of the users☂ needsin a form users can more
easily relate to.
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♥ Indetailed system design,the high-level concepts
are translated into physical designs with a wealth
of checks and rules, matchingthe target environ-
mentto the design specifications. A high-level
pseudo-code description may be generated.

♥ Atanystage, a file and documentation, describ-
ing the relations and compositionofthe software,
may be automatically generated ina formalised
manner.

♥ Incoding, auto-code generators may translate the
pseudo-codedescription to produce Cobolforthe
target environment, with savings in time and
errors.

♥ In maintenance, CASEhas its greatest benefits.
Documentation, standardised structures, and
high-level descriptions aid comprehensionof old
code. Validation of code against specifications
checks for conflicts in the evolution of the system.
The most advancedsystemsoffer ☁reverse engin-
eering☂ ♥ the ability to take old code, whether
generated on the system or not, and reverse the
process to provide a high-levelspecification from
which new code can be generated for a new
target machine,or to control extensions without
introducingconflicts.

Less tangible benefits
Less tangible benefits include:
♥ Having a central resource holding all the com-

pany☂s programsin a high-level representation.
♥ Standardisation of the development approach,

with a uniform humaninterfacein all the devel-
opmentphases,so that transfer of development
or staff is made mucheasier.

♥ Training time and end-userinteraction time are
reduced by the graphics and mouse-basedinter-
faces.

♥ The end-user involvementwith systems develop-
ment and the systems departmentis improved as
support for such interaction can be specifically
included. Validation of system design by proto-
typing is an important techniquehere.

BETTER USER SATISFACTION COMES FROM THE
IMPROVED USER INTERFACE
Few suppliers claim definite benefits from the
improveduserinterface in CASE systems, but im-
provedusersatisfaction due to CASE appearsto rest
on:

♥ Faster development.
♥ Lower maintenance charges.
♥ Validation and tangibility of output during the

design process,especially where prototyping can
be used.
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♥ Raising software production from the technical
detail level to the level of business entities and
relations, so that the gulf between users and the
systems departmentis narrowed.

LIMITATIONS OF CASE
CASE systems are not a complete answer to the
productivity problem. They are limited, in that:
♥ Their flexibility and versatility is restricted. They

are currently oriented to centralised software
productiononlarger projects. For small projects
they can be cumbersomeand expensive.

♥ Theyarestill principally aimed at a single pro-
gramming language, Cobol.

♥ They are not intended for complex multiple-
machinearchitectures.

♥ The current CASEsystemsdescribed in Chapter
2 are not intendedfor realtime systems.

♥ Their portability may be restricted. CASE systems
are aimed at particular development environ-
ments, usually IBM, with DECfalling a poor
second. On the target side though, some products
specifically exploit the higher level abstraction to
producecodefor a range of target machines(for
example ALCIDE).

♥ The cost of an entry-level system may be pro-
hibitive.

♥ A particular management style and company
structure are needed, where centralised opera-
tion and methodsarein place.

♥ Training is needed to exploit CASE fully. In
certain organisations, a complete rethink of the
creative process is necessary,as it can limit design
options.

♥ For very high performancesystems, such as high-
volumetransaction processing, it may be neces-
sary to go outside the languagesandtools of the
CASEsystem to a specialist environment.

♥ Database interaction maybelimited. Most CASE
systemsoffer outputs and interfaces to the major
IBM databases but few do to all sequential in-
dexed, relational, and Codasy] databases.

THERE ARE PROBLEMS IN IMPLEMENTING
CASE
The problems experienced in implementing CASE
occurin three areas:
♥ Technical.
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♥ Company structure and systems department
organisation.

♥ Training and acceptance.
Users appear more perturbedbythefirst than the
other two problem areas.
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
Technical problemsinclude:
♥ The run-time powerof a central development

system mayneedto be increased much more than
expected (perhaps by 250 to 300 percent).

♥ Using a large CASE system on a development
machine not demonstrated by the supplier may
lead to unpleasant surprises in performance.

♥ Document outputcanbe slow if the preparation
and print facilities are inadequate.

♥ Interfacing CASE systemsto existing data dic-
tionaries may slow performance.

OTHER PROBLEMS
Traininghas proved a problem wherethereis strict
delineation between endusers, analysts, and pro-
grammers. Programmers, analysts, and end users
tend to become moreclosely involved with each
other when using CASE.

Acceptance maybedifficult. CASE will mean very
significant changes in system development pro-
cedures. Convincingall the dp staff to use the new
approachandthe tools may notbe easy. SomeCASE
users express a hope that 80 to 90 per cent of the
department would endorse the methods quickly, but
the rest would take time to convert to the new
methods.

Depending on the methods,various levels of com-
mitment are needed from endusers. Responsibility
for specification errors shifts from the information
systems departmentalone, to the information sys-
tems department plus the end user when using
CASEsystems. As end users become awareofthis,
they mayresistit. One CASE system managerdeci-
ded that if the end user will not commit a project
managerduring the requirements analysis phase,
then he will not develop the application.

A managerial and technical problem is that of
security. Storing the references, definitions, and
designs of every piece of software and data in one
location posessignificant problems of access control
and physical backup.

BUTLER COX
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Chapter4
How to choose and use CASE

Having reviewedthecosts, benefits, and limitations
of CASE, we now address the questions of whether,
and how,tomakethe best use of CASE.Clearly, the
answerto these questions dependsonthe nature of
the organisation andits system development needs
andproblems.Inthe following sectionswe give some
guidance on:
♥ Whoshould use CASE and howthedecision on

whether to use CASE may be made.
♥ How to choose the most appropriate productif it

is decided to use CASE.
♥ How to manage the implementation of CASE.
♥ Whatthe implicationsofusing CASE mayentail.

WHOSHOULD USE CASEANDHOWTODECIDE

CASEsystems are most appropriate for users that:
♥ Havea major backlog of applications andaheavy

maintenanceload.
♥ Have a computingload thatis increasing.
♥ Use professional staff for centralised software

development.
♥ Are prepared to invest large amounts in both
moneyandskilled staff time.

♥ Have astrong visionofthe future and are able to
identify development and maintenance as a
business problem that must be turned into an
opportunity.

♥ Have a leader and top management strongly
behind the need to change.

Those whoexpectthat their business will needa 100
to 200 per cent increase in the volume of applica-
tions over the next five years should consider CASE
seriously. Critical questions in deciding whetherto
use CASEinclude:
♥ Is it really needed? Whatis the justification?
♥ What budget is available? Entry-level CASE

systemsrequire at least $100,000.
♥Can the existing development environment

support CASE,or isa new one needed?
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♥ Will the organisation accept a centralised
repository for all the company☂s specifications
and pseudo-code?

♥ Isit prepared to regenerate or coordinate existing
code to be coherent with the new code?

♥ How can existing systems and code be maintained
during the transition?

♥ Are the resources available to install CASE and
train staff?

♥ Are the☁politics☂ favourable to a major change in
the development process with more end-user
involvement?

♥ Is the managementstyle of the companyin line
with this form of development?

♥ Whatis the applicationportfolio?If it isa mixture
of realtime and commercialdp, then the former
may not be well accommodated. Packages and
existing system building tools will have to be
treated with care.

The key questionis: ☁☁Can you affordto wait?☝ The
CASE systemsmarketis not mature but in the next
two years major advancesare expected. Deferring
any decision for one to two years maybe prudent,
but initial planning could start now if you have
serious quality, backlog, and user-dissatisfaction
problems,as these are symptoms ofapotential crisis.

The alternatives to using CASE now are:

♥ Adopting an advanced system building tool,
perhapsonethat involves end users heavily,if
support can be coordinated.

♥ Integratingyour ownsetof tools and methods,if
the staff resources are available.

♥ Preserving the status quo, and waiting until CASE
is more mature, sometimein the 1990s.

CHOOSING THE PRODUCTTO SUIT YOUR
NEEDS
Products currently available are limited and often
only partially cover the diverse needsof the infor-
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mation systems department. No proprietary method
will cover all a company☂s needs. CASE products
whichare particularly suited to attacking the most
serious development problems should be selected.
In selecting a product, questions to be considered
include:
♥ What productivity increase can the supplier

demonstrate?
♥ Will it support existing code, documentation,

specifications and operating systems, as well as
new ones?

♥ Whatis the net effect on developmentcosts and
on thelife-cycle costs of software?

♥ What methods does the CASE system support?
♥ Howwill it support integration of applications

from different areas of the business in the future?
♥ Whichdatabasesdoesit interface to now,and will

it interface to in the future?
♥ Whatis the position on any advanced system

building tool already in use?
♥ How much end-user involvementdoesit allow, orcall for, and howmuch scopedoyou wantto giveend users?
♥ On what development environments does the

CASEsystem run satisfactorily.
♥ Whatpackageswill it interface with, already inuse or planned?
♥ How doesit fit with your mix of computing(batch, TP, and so on)?
♥ Howeasyis it to use for analyst/programmers andendusers, and whattrainingis necessary for each(at whatcost)?
♥ Whatsecurity measures for access and backupare provided?
♥ Whatimpactwill it have on your existing skillsand the development process? Can they bere-used?
♥ Doesinstallation require long and expensivesupplier support?
♥ Doesit have a future? CASE systems may have tobe written off over 5 to 10 years, so that whatisin beta-test and what is promisedis important.
♥Is your culture centralised and carefullycontrolled or do youneed pro-active support? Theproduct shouldfit the culture.
♥ Whois the supplier and whatare their survivalchances? A CASE system should be chosen.asmuchonthe status of the supplier ason that of theproduct. Eventually all the company☂s existing
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and new systems (and so all the dp-related
business) will depend on that system.

♥ Howwidelyis it used?
♥ Whatinterfacesare available to other products?
♥ Doesit require a standalone developmentsystemor could it be used on an existing productionmachine and what load wouldthat impose?

IN MANAGING IMPLEMENTATION, TWOSTAGES ARE NECESSARY
Implementing a CASEsystem at your developmentcentre implies fundamental changein the informa-tion systems departmentin organisational as well astechnical ways. One way to smooth such a signi-ficant changeis:
♥ To planit, top-down.
♥ To implementit, bottom-up, turning plansintoactionin a piece by piece approach.
In planning, careful preparationis necessary:
♥ Prepare a vision statement which defines thegoals andis easily assimilated by top manage-ment, with clear savings, benefits, expenditure,and payoff.
♥ Present this, and ensure top managementisprepared to invest the resources and that themanagerforthe information systems departmentis completelyin favour of the expenditure. Vitalresources will have to be diverted to the CASE
system installation.

♥ Prepare a budget schedule for a task force toimplementa pilot project, with three or fourpeople of averageability in it. Time and cost ofimplementation varies with the formalisation of
the companystructure.

♥ Enlist an evangelist in senior systems manage-ment,ifpossible the managerofthe department,to promote the concept with user departmentmanagers.
♥ For implementation, review the processingpowerof the development system to ensureitisadequateandprocure new capacityifnecessary.
♥ Allow a timescaleof at least three to six monthsfor planning re-organisation, procedures, train-ing,and installation and 12 to 36 months for com-plete conversion ofall the systems development

staff.
♥ Makeuseofthe supplier☂s post-sales support ifnecessary.
♥ Set up a formal training scheme, initially for the

task force and subsequently for the rest of the
department.

BUTLER COX
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♥ Usetheinstalled CASE system ona pilot project
thatis not critical but does require serious effort
(not a toy). Some users are restricting the use of
CASE to only large, new projects (over 10
man-years).

♥ Evaluate the results and use them in planning
how to progress the implementation.

♥ Begin re-organising the department along the
lines dictated by the CASE system operation,
onceit has proved its worth, with standards and
proceduresthatfall in line both with your own
and with the system☂s standards and procedures.

CHANGES WILL BE NECESSARY TO EXPLOIT
CASE FULLY
CASEsystemsbring a new style of working to the
departmentthat is best supported by:
♥ Use of system development methods.
♥ Neworganisation structures.
♥ Generalised roles forstaff.
♥ Newrelationships with end users.
METHODS ARE NEEDED
A first change in the development approach could be
to install a system development method,if none is
already in use. CASE systemsare designed to sup-
port a method; without one the creative process
becomeschaotic.

ORGANISATION AND ROLES WILL CHANGE
The organisation of the departmentwill have to be
reviewed as CASEtools tend to blur the division
between analysis and programming. At the same
time, they reduce the need for detailed knowledge
of the programming environment that was pre-
viously required. The distinct roles of analyst and
programmer may need integration into one role.
Some specification and analysis tools can be
exploited by end users directly, so this should be
allowed for. The trend to advance the responsibility
of end users in the life cycle has to be carefully
watched and exploited. A new team structure, ofa
smaller number of developmentstaff, plus end users
and acoordinator,for end-user interfacing, hasbeen
foundto work.
In summary:
♥ Integrate analysts and programmers into small

teams, each perhapswith its own office.
♥ Makeenduserspart of the development team for

certain phases.
♥ If existing applications have to be maintained
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outside the CASE environment, orif there is
a demand for high-performance systems that
cannot be produced within it, concentrate the
specialist expertise required in separate teams.
Try to introduce documentation that is com-
patible with the new systems.

Oneof the boons of CASEsystems is that their users
are shielded from someofthe detail. This has re-
duced the training necessary for developmentstaff.
As we explainedearlier, one user has beenable to
train programmersstraight from a two year college
course into full team members in underfour months,
a process that would normally take more than
twelve months.

THE CASE APPROACH TO DESIGN INVOLVES
PROTOTYPING
Two majorimpacts are on end-user commitment and
documentation. CASE systems provide the oppor-
tunity for prototyping. This can improve system
quality becauseofthe iterative process of end-user
validation which may also replace the document-
ation (depending on the method). Detailed written
specifications may not be so necessary.

End-user commitmentis increased by this validation
☁process☂. Moreover, CASE reducesthe workload of
documentation because it:
♥ Automates the ☁mechanical☂ documentation,

particularly structured specifications.
♥ Restricts the documentation written by staff to

end-user manuals. These may be written by end
users in the team. Detailed specification
documentation can be generated,if necessary,
from the database.

CASE SYSTEMS IMPOSE CONSTRAINTS
Asthe computerprocessingload in the interactive,
conceptual, and analytic phaseswill be high, com-
puter powerprovided for development needsto be
adequateto caterfor this addedload.

All CASEsystems havetheir own procedures and
styles of working. Inimplementing a CASE system,
some compromise between the department's nor-
mal mode of operation and that imposed by the
CASE system will have to be accepted.

CASE SYSTEMS DELIVER DATABASES AS MUCH AS
PROCESSING APPLICATIONS
CASEaids the link between users and databases,
following the increasing trend towards providing
managementinformation as much as automation of
routine operations. CASE maybeusedfor develop-
ment of databases plus end-user retrieval and
analysis tools.
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THE TECHNOLOGYIS STILL MATURING AND COMPANY
REQUIREMENTS WILL CHANGE
It is reasonable to expect a far☂higher degree of
automationplus price/performance improvements
in the next five years, so development and expan-
sion of the CASE system should be allowed for.
Expect CASE systemsto evolve.
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Finally, we speculate onthe possible future of CASE
systems and the wayin whichtheir use may impact
system development.

CASE PRODUCTSWILLEVOLVEANDBECOME
LESS EXPENSIVE
Wecan expect CASE systems to evolve in several
ways:
♥ The range of system developmentsupported will

extend from Cobolinto fast TP and commercial
realtime systems.

♥ Graphics (with WIMPS)will become the dominant
humaninterface.

♥ Most CASE systemstoday are incomplete in some
phases and aspects of the system development
life cycle. We can expectthese to be progressively
filled over the next 10 years, to provide more of
a ☁flexible database/program creation system☂
than

a

☁software factory☂. Moreover, the consist-
encyofthe humaninterface may extend from the
CASEsystem to packages and the end-user appli-
cation interfaces themselves. Also one incom-
plete area that many suppliers are intending to fill
is that of automatic code-generation.

♥ Thebias toward a centralised architecture may
change. A federated structure, more suitable for
end-user computing,is likely to emerge. Coordi-
nation of distributed design databases and data
dictionaries will be provided.

♥ Current systems tend to concentrate on the
phases after systems planning. An extension
upwardsinto ☁enterprise analysis☂ ♥ driven by
the business needs and information flow of the
enterprise ♥ issomething that could improve the
match between systems and the business and
companystructure.

For any given capability, we expect the price of
CASEproducts to fall significantly. They are still
embryonic products with suppliers trying to recover
the high costs of development. Once their use
becomes more widespread, their price will fall.
But as we have pointed out, there arestill many
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The future of CASE

improvements needed so that the prices of the
leading products,offering better functionality, are
likely to remain fairly high for sometime.

CASE RESEARCHIN THE LABORATORY
In attempting to look ahead, it may seem over
ambitious (or optimistic) to expect too much of
CASE.
There are, however, several publicly supported
initiatives in Europe to develop the advancedfaci-
lities to which wehavereferred. For example:
♥ The Esprit project AMICE, with 20 companies

involved,is exploring enterprise analysis for CIM
systems, but with more general applications
expected to emerge.

♥ The Eureka Software Factory (ESF), a 10-year
programme to automate developmentat a pro-
fessional level.

♥ The Eureka Advanced Software Technology
project (EAST) asix-year drive to producea range
of integratedtools.

♥ The standard tools environment or workbench
produced by the Esprit programme ♥ Portable
Common Tools Environment (PCTE). This is
now being developedinto a commercial product
by Emeraude Gie, which has ambitions for
it to become a standard platform for CASE
systems.

Wealso expect that expert systemswill have a role
to play in future CASE products. IEW already
exploits expert systems in a limited way for
coherence checking and validating the phases.
Expert systems could also assist in optimised code
generation on human interfaces to accommodate
naive users and advance with them. Expert systems
themselves, with their emphasis on leveraging
scarce expertise, prototyping, and animation are
already seen by some as the future of end-user
system development. Avision of the far future isend
users beingable to prepare optimised assembler code
for arealtime system,from their businessplans,the
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technical expertise needed to analyse and program
being encapsulated in an expert system.

CASE CAN HELP THE ROLEOFTHE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT
TO CHANGE
The above advanceswill make end-user computing
easier. This will reinforce a long-term trend towards
the information systems departmentbecoming more
ofaconsultant, planner, and counsellor, and less of
a developer, implementor, and maintainer.

18 BUTLERCOX
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Chapter6
Conclusion

Inthis paper we havereviewedthe currentstatus of
CASEand shownthat a numberof large European
companiesare starting to makeuseofit to ease the
problemsofcommercial systems development. The
products currently available arestill immature, but
in theright circumstances can lead to worthwhile
benefits. As they evolve, they should offer a better
match totheir potential user☂s needsandoffer ad-
vantages to a much widerrangeofsystem builders.
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent international
consulting group specialising in the application of
information technology within commerce,
industry and government.
The companyoffers a unique blend of high-level
commercial perspective and in-depth technical
expertise: a capability which in recent years has
been put to the service of many of the world☂s
largest and most successful organisations.
The services provided include:
Consulting for Users
Guiding and giving practical support to
organisations trying to exploit technology
effectively and sensibly.
Consulting for Suppliers
Guiding suppliers towards market opportunities
and their exploitation.
The Butler Cox Foundation
Keeping major organisations abreast of
developments and their implications.
Multiclient Studies
Surveying markets, their driving forces and
potential future.
Public Reports
Analysing trends and experience in specific areas
of widespread concern.

PEP
The Butler Cox Productivity Enhancement
Programme (PEP)is a participative service whose
goal is to improve productivity in application
system development.
It provides practical help to system development
managers and identifies the specific problems that
prevent them from using their development
resources effectively. At the same time, the
programme keeps these managers abreast of the
latest thinking and experience of experts and
practitioners in the field.
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The programmeconsists of individual guidancefor
each subscriber in the form of a productivity
assessment, and also position papers and forum
meetings commonto all subscribers.
Productivity Assessment
Each subscribing organisation receives a
confidential managementassessmentof its system
development productivity. The assessment is
based on a comparison of key development data
from selected subscriber projects against a large
comprehensive database. It is presented in a
detailed report and subscribers are briefed at a
meeting with Butler Cox specialists.
Position Papers
Four PEPposition papers are produced eachyear.
They focus on specific aspects of system
development productivity and offer practical
advice based on recent research and experience.
Forum Meetings
Each quarterly PEP forum meeting focuses on the
issues highlighted in the previous PEP paper, and
permits deep consideration of the topic. They
enable participants to exchange experience and
views with managers from other subscriber
organisations.

Topics for 1987
Each year PEP will focus on four topics directly
relating to improving systems development and
productivity. The topics will be selected to reflect
the concernsof the subscribers while maintaining
a balance between management and technical
issues.
The topics selected for 1987 are:
♥ Managing user involvement in systems

development.

♥ Using tools to improve productivity.

♥ Planning and managing projects effectively.

♥ Using methods to improve productivity.
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